
Cracking the Consumer Market  

Retail channels and direct-to-consumer marketing offer a tempting target 
for some medtech manufacturers, but knowing the rules of the game is 
critical. 

Debra Kurtz  

Manufacturers and distributors in medical technology are increasingly 
looking at direct-to-consumer (DTC) channels for selling medical devices. 
A visit to the local retail pharmacy or chain store shows a variety of 
medical products for sale to consumers, including monitors, over-the-
counter medications, nutritional supplements, thermometers, diabetes 
products, wound-care products, diagnostic tests, and more.  

Pharmaceutical companies have been the visible leaders in marketing 
products directly to the consumer, especially since FDA's late-1997 
decision to make it easier to tailor drug advertisements for consumer 
audiences. Prime-time television and the print media are filled with ads for 
cholesterol-lowering products and medications to treat impotence, 
allergies, depression, and so on. It's no surprise that the medical device 
industry is following the pharmaceutical companies in looking at DTC 
channels.  

Adopting a consumer-direct marketing strategy is not without pitfalls. 
Within the past year, for instance, highly publicized problems with well-
known and heavily advertised arthritis medications have brought about 
regulatory scrutiny and public skepticism concerning drug safety. Nevertheless, it's 
likely that both pharmaceutical and medical device companies will continue to 
expand their use of consumer-direct strategies, because such an approach stimulates 
sales to a public that grows increasingly interested in taking a more active role in 
managing personal health.  
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This article considers how to determine whether a medical device has the potential 
for retail success, discusses product launch and how to work with retailers, and 
addresses ways to overcome common hurdles in selling directly to consumers 
through retail channels.  

Researching the Marketplace  

Before embarking on the path to retail sales, medtech companies should fully 
understand the consumer market and how their product might fit into it.  

Differentiation. If the product category already exists on retail shelves, then the 
new product should be differentiated from existing competition. A me-too product is 
unlikely to unseat established brands already selling well. However, if the me-too 
product has a price advantage, there is an opportunity to displace an established 
product. Increasingly, private labeling for the retail store is an available option.  

Successful companies seek to differentiate their products by giving them features 
that are desired by consumers. Also, they make sure that consumers are willing to 



pay any resulting difference in price. In retail sales, conducting research among 
potential consumers of a product is necessary for understanding the marketplace and 
ensuring success.  

The Duracell EasyTab hearing aid battery hit a home run with 
consumers because the development team used marketing 
research to learn how to differentiate the product. Duracell 
(Bethel, CT) asked its design team, Product Ventures Ltd. 
(Fairfield, CT), to improve on the conventional hearing aid 
battery, which had always been difficult for users to insert into 
their devices. Often afflicted with decreased dexterity and 
diminished vision, consumers had problems taking the small 
batteries out of the packaging and properly orienting them in 
the hearing aid.  
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Peter Clarke, president and founder of Product Ventures, 
initiated ethnographic consumer research which involved 
observing consumers interacting with conventional batteries. 
Clarke says that the researchers saw consumers drop batteries 
on the floor and lose them in the shag carpeting. They watched 
them having trouble orienting the plus and minus sides of the 
battery in the hearing aid properly.  

Clarke's team subsequently designed a new Duracell battery 
featuring a tab handle that helps the user remove the battery 
from the packaging and place it in the hearing aid. Consumer 
response to the EasyTab helped position Duracell as a leader in 
the hearing aid category. Clarke calls his process consumer-
driven innovation. He advises, "If you're designing for 
consumers, you should talk to them, their doctors, and their 
retailers—do a 360-degree review of all the parties involved to 
lay the foundation of learning."  

Clarke maintains that his firm's ethnographic research had v
beyond its utility for product and packaging design. The Durace
sales team used videos of consumer observations to convince 
store buyers of the need to stock the EasyTab battery.  
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New Product Category. If a medical device company seeks to 
market a new product that is not in an established retail c
conduct market research is even greater. The company essentially will be defi
product category and thus will have to convince channel partners—such as 
pharmacies and chain stores—to carry the product. Key items to research are the 
following: 
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• The size of the potential market.  
• Remedies currently used to treat the condition addressed by the new product.  
• Places where consumers would likely seek such a product.  
• Prices the market would bear.  
• Sources of influence on consumer product purchasing decisions (such as their 

doctors). 



In most cases, this primary market research must be 
undertaken by the company, especially if the product category 
is completely original. Some secondary market research is 
available, however, on common afflictions such as diabetes, 
asthma, hypertension, and others (see sidebar). If the product 
falls under the umbrella of treatment of large-scale diseases, it 
is advisable to check with major medical market research 
companies like the ones named in the sidebar to see whether 
secondary research results are available for the product area. 
Although purchasing such market research can be expensive, it 
is less costly than conducting one's own research study.  

The HeartStart home defibrillator created by Philips Medical 
Systems (Seattle) was the first defibrillator developed for use at 
home. According to Brian Packard, business director, the 
company was convinced there was an unmet market need for 
home defibrillators, because consumers were requesting the d
them in fire departments, public health, and commercial use. But it was something
a leap of faith until Philips conducted market research and partnered with the online
retail pharmacy CVS.com to develop the product for retail 
success.  
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Clearance and Reimbursement  

Medical device companies are used to working with FDA to secure marketing 
t 
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Says Packard: "For companies that take such risks in 
introducing new products to retail, the rewards are plenty, 
because they have first-mover advantage, which helps to shape 
the marketplace." Today, the Philips product is the leading 
defibrillator for home use.  

Many companies recognize also that retail stores are a good 
source of information on consumer purchasing behavior. 
Seeking appointments with the category buyer for the product 
line is a good way to initiate dialogue with a potential channel 
partner. Buyers are more likely to accept appointments to 
discuss a product concept if the manufacturer is prepared to 
show product drawings or prototypes, and perhaps mock-ups of 
the packaging. While retail buyers will not reveal information 
about specific competitors in a product category, they generally 
will provide solid information about their experience with the c
informed opinions about product features, pricing, and market positioning.  
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clearance for their products. For products to be sold retail, the same premarke
approval process and labeling requirements apply. However, since the device user i
those cases is a consumer, FDA has additional concerns regarding safe use and ease 
of use among the lay public. In addition to the required utility research, 
manufacturers need to provide FDA with evidence that their device can b
easily used by consumers.  



Consumer-level advertising also is subject to FDA labeling requirements.1 The 
explosion of DTC pharmaceutical advertising led FDA to develop a guidance 
document for medical device broadcast advertising, which is available.2  

FDA has written guidance documents for common retail medical products (see 
sidebar). However, for products creating new categories, manufacturers will be 
working with FDA to define each step in the clearance process.  

Packard recommends that company regulatory personnel 
cooperate closely with FDA. The HeartStart team first worked 
with the agency to receive clearance with a prescription. Then it 
undertook to get over-the-counter clearance. "Philips needed to 
prove that a naive user could use the device safely and 
effectively right out of the box," Packard says. Philips staff had 
to develop packaging, labeling, and an instructive video to help 
consumers understand the product.  
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Medical products that are sold through retail channels typically 
are ineligible for reimbursement. For a product to be covered 
and paid for, it must be classified into a benefit category. It 
cannot be a convenience or cosmetic item, and it must be 
approved for coverage by the payer. Guidelines for coverage of 
durable medical equipment are published by the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services.3  

The Advantage breast prosthesis was developed by ContourMed Inc. (Little Rock, 
AR). According to company president Mimi San Pedro, insurance reimbursement was 
critical to ContourMed's success in selling to both distributors of durable medical 
equipment and lingerie boutiques.  

Developing a Channel Strategy  

The medtech company pursuing a DTC strategy must get its 
product into the hands of the consumer by selecting one or 
more sales channels. The available choices are either to sell 
directly to consumers or to use channel partners. San Pedro 
recommends following a channel strategy that reflects "where 
consumers shop and where they prefer to seek products."  

Companies that pursue direct sales to consumers typically set 
up e-commerce Web sites, since most lack their own brick-and-
mortar stores. Because Internet consumers are easily 
persuaded to report their experiences via the Web, online sales 
efforts can produce enhanced consumer feedback for the 
company. Another reason for selling direct is enhanced m
Companies typically price a retail product with a double 
margin—the margin the company requires plus margin for 
potential channel partners that may later sell the product. Until 
the product begins to be sold through those retail partners, the manufacturer takes 
both margins through online sales.  
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Companies commonly choose to use retail channel partners 
because those stores have expertise in reaching consumers. 
When the product category is already established in mass 
merchandising, the manufacturer is likely to start distribution 
with the big chains. For product innovations, there is often a 
progression of retailers. The manufacturer may begin with 
small-scale distribution through small specialty stores, 
independent retailers and pharmacies, catalogs, and online e-
tailers, where the product positioning and associated messages 
are fine-tuned. "Specialty retailers want to be the first with a 
novel device, and they expect rich margins to cover the 
marketing they provide," says Packard. Distribution then is 
typically broadened to include retail chains, once the product 
has become a proven seller.  

Kaz Inc. (New York City) provides an example. Kaz wanted to capitalize on the Vicks 
brand equity by entering the juvenile thermometer market, in which several 
manufacturers were already competing. The Vicks name is licensed to Kaz from 
Procter & Gamble (Cincinnati) for use in the area of home 
health products.  

Kaz differentiated the Vicks baby thermometer by designing for 
safer and easier temperature measurement. Jody Smith, the 
company's senior product manager, emphasizes the importance 
of partnership between the medtech manufacturer and the 
retailer, especially important to Kaz, since it went directly to 
mass merchants with its new design. She advises conducting 
marketing research with the retail buyers, and listening to 
them, "because they know their customers well. Take their 
feedback and incorporate it into the selling proposition."  

What Retailers Look For  

The retailer's goal is generally to maximize its total margins per 
square foot of the store (with similar calculations made for the 
catalog or Web page). A retailer makes stocking decisions b
on whether a new product, relative to the products already carried by the store, 
would help achieve greater profits. Gross margin for a product is defined as in-store 
retail selling price minus the cost charged by the manufacturer. The retailer often w
look at net margin as well, a figure reached by subtracting the cost of consumer 
returns and defective units. Margins vary among retailers. In general, specialty 
retailers look for margins of at least 50% (often called keystone margins), whereas 
chain retailers expect 40% or more.  
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Retailers will ask the medtech company to provide a sales forecast to help them 
determine if it makes sense to stock the product. Obviously, when the product has 
not been sold in a chain retail environment before, it is difficult to forecast sales. If 
the manufacturer has sold the product previously through e-tailers or in specialty 
retail, these sales data can serve as a starting point for projecting revenues. 
Companies often aggregate sales data from several e-tailers or specialty retailers 
when providing this information to retail chains, in order to maintain confidentiality 
for the individual entities.  



Sometimes, to quantify a sales forecast requires a test. By offering the product for 
sale in a limited environment, perhaps in a few stores or through its online store, the 
retailer can achieve the confidence it needs to stock the product across all stores.  

The initial order from a retail chain can be very large, especially if a national retailer 
is ramping up inventory for a couple of thousand stores. The manufacturer should 
plan in advance for such initial orders, so that it will be able to obtain ample raw 
materials, build and package the product, and stage the fulfillment process. 
Subsequent orders by the retailer will not be as large as the rollout order.  

The ability to negotiate terms with the retail partner can be inversely proportional to 
the size of the retailer. It is not unusual for national chains to ask the manufacturer 
to sign a prepared vendor contract in which very little is negotiable.  

Creating Retail Packaging  

Having the right product packaging and messaging is critical for retail success. 
However, packaging with a retail look and feel is often a foreign concept for medical 
product manufacturers. Successful retail packaging helps drive consumer sales and 
differentiates one product from the competition. This is very different from the role 
of typical medical device packaging, which mainly serves to protect the product, and 
sometimes explains its clinical use.  

Consumer marketing research is an important part of the package development 
process. Checking the reaction of consumers during the various stages of 
development ensures that the message and packaging finally selected are those that 
will resonate with consumers most effectively. Oftentimes, consumers are asked to 
help identify the best type of physical package—for instance, a box or a clear plastic 
package—and to express their preference among alternative versions of written 
copy. They might also be asked to share their preferences among existing 
competitive products in the category. Companies conduct this research in order to 
ensure that their product doesn't get lost in the thicket of choices presented in the 
competitive retail environment.  

Product Ventures, which designed the Duracell EasyTab hearing aid battery and its 
packaging, conducted consumer research and found that packaging needed to be 
more than just a display mechanism in order to distinctively brand the product. "The 
packaging needed to be a dispensing system," according to Clarke. The product and 
packaging subsequently created by his firm helped position Duracell as a leader in 
the hearing aid category. Notes Natasha Lopoukhine, marketing director at Product 
Ventures: "One person might see the advertising for a product, but every purchaser 
sees the packaging."  

Retail partners can provide informed input on packaging choices. They should be 
consulted early and throughout the process. Retail buyers can tell the manufacturer 
whether the product needs to hang on a peg or stand on a shelf. They can also relay 
experience regarding which package types are subject to damage or tampering. 
Sometimes, they will share stories of success and failure in package design that 
involve other companies.  

Retail Market Launch  



The retailer looks to the manufacturer to create consumer demand that will generate 
product sell-through (turnover). Consumer product companies typically create 
demand for their offerings at launch and through periodic promotions after launch. 
Oftentimes, they advertise in consumer media, develop in-store promotions with the 
retailers, such as coupons or a free gift with purchase, or develop Web-based or 
direct-mail campaigns. Medtech companies, too, should consider some of these 
traditional strategies, especially at launch, to ensure that their products sell.  

Retailers typically expect some sort of in-store promotional allowances to be funded 
by the manufacturer. They may expect a percentage of sales to be given back in the 
form of a co-op advertising fund. Sometimes they have in-store promotions, store 
advertising circulars, or other vehicles in which companies can pay to have their 
products featured. Smith from Kaz, the baby thermometer marketer, says that Kaz 
uses co-op funds to increase awareness among consumers in the retail store. The 
company conducts some consumer programs as well, such as producing a leaflet 
packaged with the Vicks humidifier that cross-sells the 
thermometer.  

It's not uncommon for retailers to expect the new manufacturer 
to buy out the inventory of an existing product in order to open 
up shelf space. Companies sometimes are asked to fund store 
fixtures. The manufacturer should discuss with the buyer in 
advance the possibility of such allowances in order to get a feel 
for what is expected.  

Many companies consider such promotional allowances a cost of 
doing business, and they plan for such spending when they 
price their products. However, it is important to keep in mind 
the need for price parity across a variety of sales channels.  

Medical device companies can drive sell-through additionally by 
leveraging their healthcare industry sales channels. Some 
companies use their sales force and marketing communications 
materials to educate healthcare professionals about the 
products they are offering at retail. Healthcare professionals 
often direct consumers to outlets where medical products can 
be easily purchased. Even when the healthcare professionals t
products directly to consumers, it still can be worthwhile to educate them about 
other sources of the products. The physician sometimes runs out of inventory, af
all. Or, he or she may feel strongly about giving patients several purchase choices
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Ferraris Respiratory Inc. (Louisville, CO) makes the PiKo-1 and 
FEV-1 peak-flow pulmonary monitors for home use by asthma 
and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients. According 
to Rich Rosenthal, director of sales and marketing for Ferraris, 
"the company doesn't have much of a consumer-direct ad 
budget. However, we count on the direct sales force that calls 
on hospitals and clinics, our distributor and dealer network that 
services doctors' offices, and our manufacturer's reps who call 
upon distributors of durable medical equipment (DME)." Also, 
Rosenthal uses alliances with pharmaceutical companies to 
drive sales of the PiKo-1. He says that the drug companies are 
partnering with Ferraris because its device proves that their 
asthma drugs work. The drugmakers raise awareness of the 
pulmonary monitor among doctors who then recommend it to 
patients.  

 

Rich Rosenthal, director 
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Inc. 
Marketing to healthcare professionals costs a fraction of the 
price of DTC advertising. Plus, when a healthcare professional directs a consumer to 
search for a product in retail, that expert and authority figure conveys a subtle 
endorsement of the product. The blood glucose monitor companies have long 
appreciated the impact of their integrated three-pronged sales approach consisting of 
medical reps, clinical specialists, and retail reps. Among them it is not uncommon to 
see sales compensation plans that reward all three sales forces when a patient is 
directed by the medical community to purchase a blood glucose monitor in the chain 
drugstore.  

Overcoming Common Hurdles  

Embarking on the development of a product intended for the retail shelf, developing 
retail marketing and packaging materials, and pursuing new sales channels are big 
steps for most medtech companies. Often, these activities are distractions from their 
core business of producing and selling medical devices.  

Retail Expertise. Executives of medtech companies that have been successful in 
going retail suggest developing, whenever possible, teams focused on the retail 
effort. These people would not have responsibilities in the core medical business at 
the same time. Packard points out that Philips Medical Systems hired experts who 
had previously launched such successful retail products as the ThermoScan 
thermometer and Sonicare plaque remover to bring a base level of retail 
understanding to his company's defibrillator team.  

Even with a retail-focus team, the team members need support from the entire 
company. Many medical product companies find that the retail effort stresses the 
rest of the organization. Successful companies recommend that the retail initiative 
be explained to employees by senior management early on and in frequent 
communications thereafter.  

Additionally, early involvement by various functional areas within the company helps 
the organization adapt to operational changes that may be required by the retailer. 
Most retailers provide a vendor operation manual that outlines their expectations for 
product companies. It's important that such functional areas as the finance, logistics, 



warehousing, marketing, sales, service, and information technology departments 
review these requirements and develop plans to support the retail initiative.  

Retailers often have very different expectations from those of regular healthcare 
sales channels, in terms of bar coding (see sidebar, page 00), freight, payment 
terms, and electronic data interchange (EDI), which is typically used for purchase 
orders, invoices, and advance ship notices. If the manufacturer has relatively 
fragmented distribution to healthcare industry purchasers, the warehouse and 
logistics staff will face new challenges in processing the very large orders usually 
placed by national retailers. Getting everyone in the organization accustomed to 
retail expectations up front is the best way to ensure a smooth launch and continuing 
success.  

Most medtech companies don't have sales personnel with expertise in retail. Plus, 
retail buyers expect the vendors they deal with to possess a certain fairly high level 
of financial acumen and decision-making authority. For these reasons, senior 
managers at many medical product companies take on a sales role in developing and 
supporting their retail channel partners.  

Some companies outsource functions when the retailers' expectations would drain 
too much from their staff. Some create a separate division for their retail products; 
the retail team can either buy support services from the core medical company or 
outsource in order to acquire better expertise or gain a cost advantage. Some 
companies outsource marketing and packaging design to agencies experienced in 
consumer goods.  

According to Rosenthal, Ferraris Respiratory initially outsourced marketing because 
the company lacked internal capability. But once home respiratory products became 
key to the company's future, Ferraris developed the marketing competency in-house 
to support that future. Handling key functions in-house is important especially for 
firms that plan to continue creating products for retail sale. Packard at Philips 
testifies to this. "No one knew how to successfully market a defibrillator directly to 
consumers, including outside agencies," he says, "so Philips became the experts. 
Now this valuable knowledge is in-house."  

Back-End Costs. Another common obstacle for first-time retail companies is the 
cost of doing business on the back end. Retailers frequently charge vendors for 
noncompliance with their rules. Being out of stock on an item or making an EDI 
mistake can result in a charge-back, where the retailer simply deducts some 
payment on the invoice. Charge-backs can add up to significant revenue losses for 
the medical product manufacturer.  

Medtech companies with good retail market experience recommend becoming fully 
familiar with the retailer's vendor manual and being prepared to conduct business in 
full compliance with the retailer's expectations. Many successful companies deploy 
personnel to track and reconcile retailer charge-backs and initiate continuous-
improvement procedures designed to prevent noncompliant actions. Sometimes 
retailers make mistakes, and companies that have done their homework can get 
charge-backs reversed.  

In addition to charge-backs, retailers often take deductions directly from invoice for 
returns and defective merchandise. Philips' Packard says, "In the consumer world, 



you must delight the customer. If something goes wrong, regardless of who's at 
fault, the consumer returns the product." Consumers sometimes return merchandise 
for no apparent reason, and the retailer charges the manufacturer. Packard advises 
manufacturers to be prepared to work with that dynamic.  

Deductions for returns and defects should be discussed with the retailer—and 
agreement reached—prior to entering into a business relationship. Some medtech 
companies ask the retailer to ship returned and defective merchandise back to them. 
While it's costly to pay for the return shipping, companies can learn about the reason 
for returns and perceived defects and potentially make improvements in the product 
or packaging.  

Conclusion  

Successful companies agree that the benefits realized by developing a retail sales 
channel exceed the pain. But the companies surveyed for this article warned against 
taking retail lightly.  

Philips' Packard notes that the retail option, whatever it may look like, is not a simple 
means to expand a business. The DTC market is there to be tapped, he agrees, but 
only if it's consistent with the company's vision and if the new product fits a market 
need. Manufacturers have to provide a product that is unique as well as needed. 
Finally, Packard emphasizes, they should align and fully prepare their organization 
for retail before market entry.  

Developing the retail sales channel requires a learning curve, and it often induces 
growing pains in the organization. But while marketing directly to consumers takes 
substantial effort and company commitment, it can be a source of significant 
revenues and profits. Additionally, it provides another leg for the company to stand 
on, mitigating the risk from dependence solely on the healthcare supply channel.  

Retail exposure brings increased brand recognition to a company, an advantage that 
resonates across all sales channels. By enhancing its retail brand equity, the 
company can expect to see its product names receiving greater attention in 
traditional medical sales channels also. That is because everyone, ultimately, is a 
consumer, including healthcare professionals. 
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Medical Product Market Research  
Several major medical market research companies have performed recent 
studies of the retail market for healthcare products designed to help treat 
and manage common chronic conditions such as diabetes, asthma, and 
hypertension. Following is a selective list of companies and a sampling of 
their relevant market studies on retail topics that are available for 
purchase. 
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Cooper Research Inc. 
8150 Corporate Park 
Cincinnati, OH 45242 
Phone: 513/489-8838 
www.cooper-research.com  

Forrester Research 
400 Technology Sq. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
Phone: 866/367-7378 
www.forrester.com  

•  DTC Drug Marketing: 
     Beyond Demographics 

Frost & Sullivan 
7550 W. Interstate 10, Ste. 400 
San Antonio, TX 78229 
Phone: 877/463-7678 
www.frost.com  
•  U.S. Nebulizers Markets  
•  Sensor Technology Alert. Advances 
     in Blood Pressure Monitoring  
•  United States Anesthesia and 
     Respiratory Device Markets  
•  Compression Hosiery Has a 
     Leg Up  
•  The Home-Healthcare Marketplace  
•  U.S. Compression Therapy Market  
•  Decision Support Database—Wound 
     Management  
•  Niche Products Propel Mobility Aids  

HSM Group 
8777 E. Via de Ventura, Ste. 188 
Scottsdale, AZ 85258 
Phone: 800/776-8078 
www.hmsgroup.com 

IMS 
1499 Post Rd. 
Fairfield, CT 06824 
Phone: 203/319-4700 
http://imshealth.com  
•  Power to the People— 
     Reaching the Smart Market 
     of Empowered Consumers  
•  Spending Down for DTC 
     Television Ads 
•  Consumer Conundrum: 
     With DTC in Transition  
•  DTC at the Crossroads: 
     A "Direct" Hit or Miss?  
•  The U.S. Diabetes Market: 
     A Special Report 
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A Leg Up from FDA  
FDA has published numerous informative and advisory documents, some of 
which address retail medical products. Some can be found at the FDA 
documents site 
(www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfTopic/topicindex/topindx.cf
m) under the following headings: 
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Apnea monitors Infant mattresses/ Snoring 
Arrhythmia detectors positioners Sphygmomanometers 
Asthma Infusion products Sunglasses 
Blood glucose monitors Inhalers Sunlamps 
Contact lenses Internet sales Tampons 
Contraceptives Massagers Thermometers 
Dental Nebulizers Urinary tract infection 
Diabetes and glucose Ophthalmic Vaginal pH 
monitoring Oxygen Vibrators 
Eyeglass devices Peak-flow meters Wart removal 
Eyeglasses Penile devices Wheelchairs 
Hearing aids and devices Pumps Wound and burn dressing 
Home test kits Sleep apnea Wrinkle removers 
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The Essential UPC  
Retail products need to carry a Universal Product Code (UPC) symbol. This 
coding was originally developed more than 30 years ago by the retail 
industry to control inventory more efficiently, provide faster and more-
accurate customer checkout, and gather information for immediate and 
accurate marketing studies. Bar coding is now a global standard practice of 
medical manufacturers that use it to provide tracking throughout the 
supply-chain transaction.  
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A unique UPC is required for each product. UPC codes can be acquired from a 
number of sources, including:  

Uniform Code Council Inc. 
www.gs1us.org/gs1usnamechange.html 
www.uc-council.org/ean_ucc_system/index.cfm  

Barcodes West LLC 
www.buyupc.com  

Subdivisions Inc. 
www.buyabarcode.com  
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Steps to Retail Success  
1. Research the consumer marketplace to guide product development: 

determine market size, consumer preferences, and influences on 
purchasing behavior.  

2. Secure FDA marketing clearance.  
3. Get a reimbursement determination.  
4. Develop a channel strategy: decide whether to sell directly to 

consumers or to use channel partners such as independent/specialty stores, 
catalogs, e-tailers, or chain stores.  
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5. Develop a business case to show the retailer how placing a new product on 
the shelf will help increase the store’s profitability.  

6. Develop retail packaging with the help of consumer and retailer feedback.  
7. Create consumer demand through advertising and co-op promotions with the 

retailer and by leveraging the healthcare industry sales channel.  
8. Dedicate certain company personnel to the retail effort, and communicate the 

importance of that effort to all employees of the organization.  
9. Consider outsourcing functions (such as consumer advertising) in areas where 

the organization lacks in-house retail knowledge. 
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For More on the Products Mentioned  
Duracell EasyTab hearing aid battery designed by Product Ventures Ltd. 
www.pvldesign.com  
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HeartStart home defibrillator from Philips Medical Systems 
www.philips.com  

Advantage breast prosthesis from ContourMed Inc.  
www.contourmed.com  

Vicks baby thermometer from Kaz Inc. 
www.kaz.com, www.vicks.com  

PiKo-1 peak-flow pulmonary monitor from Ferraris Respiratory Inc. 
www.ferrarisrespiratory.com  
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